Abstract:
CAD/CAM technologies in Dental Implantology present opportunities for preliminary implant planning, surgical template design, guided surgery and fabrication of immediate and permanent implant-supported restorations. The aim of this publication is to compare two types of implant-supported single crowns—screw-retained and cemented, illustrated with a clinical case. Advantages and disadvantages of the both types of restorations are described. The choice between screw-retained and cemented implant-supported restoration is individual and depends on each clinical case.

Introduction
Nowadays CAD/CAM technologies in Dental Implantology present opportunities for preliminary implant planning and surgical template design[1,2], guided surgery[3] and fabrication of immediate and permanent implant-supported restorations[4].

Implant-supported single crown restorations is considered as a simple and easy clinical case[5]. There are two main modalities—screw-retained and cemented modifications[6,7]. When comparing types, survival and complication rates as well as bone and soft-tissue levels, they are similar[8]. The CAD/CAM ceramics based on zirconium dioxide offers esthetic advantages for the two selections[9,10]. Zirconia abutments with bonded titanium bases provide esthetic alternatives to titanium abutments for both choices[11]. Bone- and soft-tissue responses are equivalent, but residual cement of cement-retained restorations is associated with significant soft and hard-tissue complications[12,13]. Screw-related complications are the main risk for the screw-retained modification[14].

CAD/CAM design and fabrication have some peculiarities and need additional accessoriess[15]. Scan body or scan flag is needed for the scanning process—intra oral or laboratory (on a working cast with implant analogue). Factory made titanium base has to be extra orally cemented on the final restoration—in individual abutment or screw-retained crown.

The aim of this publication is to compare two types of implant-supported single crown—screw-retained and cemented, illustrated with a clinical case.

Materials and methods
A patient with a single implant Osseo integrated in the area of the first lower first molar came in the CAD/CAM Center in FDM-Plovdiv. The implant type was Alfa Bio Tec, SPI modification, with 10 mm length and 3,75 mm diameter. An implant-supported single crown made by CAD/CAM technology of ceramics based on zirconium dioxide was chosen as a type of restoration.

Preliminary intra oral scanning with TRIOS Intra oral Scanner, 3 Shape was performed after removal of the tissue forming screw (the emergence profile) and with a scan body [Figure 1]. The restoration was designed with the help of the computer software 3 Shape Dental System 2017 (Implant Studio application). First option was individual abutment with a crown on it [Figure 2] and the second – monolithic screw-retained single crown [Figure 3].

After finalizing the design all the restorations were milled of non-sintered ZrO$_2$ ceramics, removed, cleaned and immersed in coloring liquid for 30 sec. Pre-Dry and Sintering Thermal Cycles in the ceramic furnace were performed, followed by slow cooling, final staining and glazing of the crowns. Factory made titanium base Alfa Bio Tec Ti-Base was necessary in order to fix the restorations on the implant.
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Results and discussion

After all the restorations were finalized a try-in procedure was made in the patient mouth. First, the cemented modification—the individual abutment[Figure 4] with a crown on it, and second, the monolithic variant. After a precise inspection (in the mouth and extra orally) and a discussion the clinical case was finalized with the screw-retained single crown[Figure 5]. Extra oral cementation of the Ti-Base with composite cement was made and the excess of the residual cement was cleaned. A dynamometric key was used to achieve the desired torque. The screw-access opening was covered with light-cured composite fillings material.

The choice between screw-retained and cemented restorations is controversial[6]. Both types of single crowns have their advantages and disadvantages[16]. The comparison between the two variants shows similar survival and complication rates, bone-and soft tissues levels are close and the zirconium ceramic provides excellent esthetics[8]. Extraoral cementation with precise cleaning of the cement excess of the screw-retained restorations is their biggest advantage because this eliminates the risk of soft tissues injury and periimplantitis[17]. Another advantage is that there is a single margin[8] between the implant interface and the restoration, which reduces the risk of gap, infection, inflammation and lack of cementation. In the case of cement-retained modification the margins are two—between the implant and the abutment and between the abutment and the crown. When Ti-Base is used an additional margin can be located—between the base and the restoration on the top of it. The potential weakness of ceramic discontinuity of screw-access openings can be lessened by the incorporation of stronger ceramic materials such as zirconium dioxide[18] or lithium disilicate ceramics[15,19] and the screw compromise is the most often possible complication (unscrewing, screw fracture, etc.)[14]. The main remaining indication for cement-retained restorations is to compensate for angled implants, especially if they are two or more and have to be restored with crowns in block or with a bridge restoration[20]. Specific indication for this type of restorations is the clinical situation when the distance between the top of the alveolar bone and the occlusal plane in the implant area is less than 9 mm[18]. Also the cemented crowns are with higher survival rates for patients with bruxism[21].
Conclusion

In conclusion, the choice between screw-retained and cemented implant-supported single crown is individual and depends on the clinical case. Modern CAD/CAM technologies present an opportunity for optimization of both options leading to an appropriate clinical solution.
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